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あらまし
安定結婚開題誌，入力としてN入ずつの男女と各犠人の異性に対する希襲リスト、（異性N人

の嬢茅イすけ）が与えられ，安定な N 組のペアを求める（安定会N組のペアが帯在するかどうかを関う）問題
である．本問題の自然な拡張として，（i）希望リストに異性N入会演を響かなくても良いもの，(ii）希望の
j痕序イすけ拡卒JI渓惑を許すもの，があるが， いずれも解の帯在は多項式時罷で暫定できることが知られて い る．

本研究では，（i）および(ii）を同時に許した場合に本問題がNP完全になることを訴す．また，本問題立関
連した問題のNP完全性も

二子…ワ… ド 安定結婚期難，半j噴序， NP 

On the NP帽 Completen時間of Weakly Stable Marriage 

Shuichi · Miyazaki Kazuo Iwama 

Graduate School· of Informaticsぅ Kyoto University 
Yoshida－日onmachi

ぅ Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 60ら8501

Phone 十81-75-753-5392 
Fax十81-7ふ753-5379

{shuichi ,iwama｝位uis.kyoto叩・ ac.jp

The original stable marriage problem requires both each man and woman to 、submit

a complete 組d strict order of his/her ?reference, i.e.ラ a total o主der l.ist of, sみあ 100 people, if there 

みre 100 men and women. This is obviously unrealistic of総n in practice, and several relax話ions

have been proposed, including the following two common ones: One is to allow an incomplete list, 

i.e. ぅ a man is allowed to accept only a subset of the women and vice versa. The other is to allow 

a "weaker" p間ference list such as a list including ties and partial o主ders. A little surprisingly, iも

is known that both problems can still be $olved in polynomial time .. In this.paper, we show that 

the problem becomes NP-l淑えif we allow both relaxatio部（incomplete lists 総d partial orders) 

抗 the 絡まま1e time. 
key words stable problem, partial order, student 制signment problem

ぅ NP-compleもeness
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1 Introduction 

An insもance of the stable marriage problem (GI89] consists of N men and N women. Each person has 
his(her stパct匂ordered preference .lisもcontaining all the members of the Of>posi総sex. A ma hin 
Mis one信one correspondence betwee工l the men 《and the women ..百ma設すn andイ womanware m試ched 
in M 予 we say m and 初 are pa主tners in M, and we write PM(m） 口 wand PM(w） 口 m. A man m 
and a woman w is called a blocking pair for matching M, if m and w are not partners in M, but 
m prefers 初 to PM（吋and w prefers m to PM（叫ーIf there is no blocking pair for M, then M is 
called stable. If a matching M conta均s all註1e 2N 訟embers, iもis called complete. Stable marriage 
problem was告st studied by Gak.and Shapley [GS62]. They showed that there always exists a 
complete stめle matd出g in any instance and:showed O(n2) tirne algorithm (so飾 品lied Gale-Sl協pley
algorithm) to find one. 

Howev斡ぅ considering p玲ctical applications, the restriction for preference lists appears to be too 
strict in many occasions because. of the. total 01、der a.nd complete list of preferences. In this context, 
there are some extensions of this problem. The popular ones are (i) the stめle marriage problem with 
unaccepぬble p制ners [G認9], and (ii）もhe stable marriage problem with indiffe主ence [GI89 ぅ Ir94]. In 
the first extension, each peFsonis allowed to declare one or more unacceptctble p況tners. Thus each 
person治preference list may\be incomplete. Gale and Sotomayor (GS85］グstudied this extensio及an
showed that a maximum stable matching is found in polynomial time using Gale-She、pley algorith凶

slightl! modified to tre品位吟unacceptable case ( see必o (GI89]). Thus the problem does not become 
essenもially harder. 

In the second extension, each person is allowed to bぉre a preference list with ties, or more 
generally事 a preference list of partial order. m and 切 are called a blocking pair if m aロd ware 
not partners in M, but m strictly prefers 初 to PM(m) and 紛 strict［ぎprefers m to PM（切） in the 
partial order list. A matching containing no such blocking pair is called weakly stable. 廷owever,
this extension also does not ma1偲the problem signi五cantly岳部cult; it is known that there is a 
polynomial-time algorithm which deter出
五沿ds one if exists) [GI89 う Ir吉4). In [Ir94], two other notions of stabilities are also introduced but 
the si匂ation jりもill. the same, i�e., th� problem is solvable in polynomial ti訟色

In this paper� we consider how the �ituation changes f
f 

we apply bot五extensions, i.e., incomplete 
preference lists and partial ordersラ at the sみme time. Our main purpose of this paper is to show that 
the situation does changeぅ i.e., the problem is now NP-complete. Also, it is shown thaも もhe proble部

is also i1訪問ctable for complete lists if the司uestion is not the existence of complete matching but 
obtaini時 optimal ( comr巾te) II1atchi, 
］鴎as been もhat iも is basically not hard [GS62, GI8舎う Ir‘94]. (Two exceptions are mentioned in [Ro90J, 
eitl四 of which is not the bipartite setting.) · Our results in this p'a:per could give some change to 
ぬis common perception. 

In this paper, we introduce the student.αssignment problem，ぅ which is a special case of the m紅riage
problem. There are N graduate sもudents and N professors, where each student has a preference Ii成
。f professors and 8もudents are ordered accordingもo the scores of もhe entranぐ，e examination. We are 
askedも0みssign each student to each professor und佼 some stable condition. In Secム we give formal 
definitions, of several extensions of the stable marriage problem arid student assignment problem う

and show主he relationship between them. Sec.3 is devoted for the 
.�roof of several int玄actability

results of the marriage problem with unacceptぬle partners and～ partial order pref，幹部ce lists. The 
main proof is given時ainst the sもudent assignment problem. 

2 Stable Marriage and Student Assignme1話Problems

Reca立th誌もhe original stable matching problem re弓uires each person泡戸eference list 
(i.e., all the members of the opposite sex must be included) and to be a total ord抗We focus on 
the three possible relねcations concerning出総とtwo resもiictions: All these problems {i1iclt1cling the 
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。均inal one) ask if there exists a complete前めle matching. In each problem事 we are given N men, 
N women and each person's preference list. The condiもion for a pair of a. man m and a woman 切

to be a blocking pair is the same for all: m and w is a blocking pair. for matching M 予 if ni. and w 
紙 not partners in M, but m strictly prefers w to PM(m） 叩d w strictly prefers mもO PM(w). Thus 
to su.mma.rize these problems, it su伍ces to specify conditions for p主efetence lisお：

Problem: Stable Marriage Problem wi出Complete List and Total Order (SMP-CLTOト
Preference List: Each'person's preference .list must be complete and 訟ust be a total order. 

Problem: Sぬble Marriage Problem with Incomplete List andTo.tal Order (SMP-ILTO). 
Preference List: Each person手s .preference.list may be incqmglete.but m11-sもbe a total order. 

Problern: Stable Marriage Problem with Complete List a吋·Partial O吋併（SMP-CLPO).
Preference List: Each person's preference list must be complete but may be a partial order. 

Problem: S怜ble Marriage Problem with Incomplete List and Partial Order (SMP-ILPO）� 
Preferencθ List: Each person ヲs p児島民nce �ist may be incomplete and may be a partial order. 

The五rst three problems are known to be in P JGI89, Ir94]. We later show the NP-completeness 
of the fourth one. If we consider a cost of a matching, we c総 consider another extension .. Let m be 
＆部an and L 口 （w1 ， 初2 ぅ

e ..川N) be his preference list. A weigh 
of L and a weight function ぴ which E工1aps each Wi into a real number such th机if wi precedes Wj h 1 

？η
＇s list う then'σrr ρぜi) 話σm(wj). Namel3～the cost function must not contradict to the total order. 

If m is matched to Wi in a ma，もchi碍M, then rr九cost under M is defined to be グm ( wi). •A• similぽ

cost function is also introduced for· the women's preference lists. A cost of the matching· M. is the 
sum of the costs of all 2N persons. 

Problem：ιSMP-CLTO. 
Instance: N men, N women き a positive integer k, each p佼son's preference list which . musもp be 

compleもe andmust be. a total .order，紛d a cost functionσ． 
Question：一 Is there. a complete stable me話ching whose .cost is equal to or smaller than 

Proolem：ιS詰I入CLPO.
fosfance: N men, N women., ·a positive integer kう ·each'pe主soがお preference list which must be 

complete but may be a partial order, and a cost function σwhich does not contradict to the 
partial order:· 

Question: Is there a complete stable matching whose cost is equal to or smaller出an k? 

Thefi凶も optimization problem is known to be in P [GI89], i:e., a stable matching with mi出num
cost can be obtained in polynomial time. We later show the NPぬcompleteness ofthe second problem. 

Finally let us consider the Student Assignment Problem (SAP for short) introduced in Sed. A設

instance of SAP consists of the same number N of students and professors, the rank list of students, 
みnd a preference list of each student; The rank list is a. total order of students. If student Si is" in 
thejth position on the rank list, we writeベ川口 j. Each student has み prefere邸e list of aもotal

。.f (not necessarily all) professors. If professor αj is in the · tth posiもion on si's Hst, we write 
九（αj）口 l. An assignment A is a bijection from students もo professors; if student Si is ·assigned 
to profes倒的， we write A(si) ＝αz. Each Si must be mapped もo a professor who exists on si's 
pref ere nee lisも. Suppose th品， under an assignment Aぅ 前udents Si .and Sj 絃e 部signed to professors 

的.andαm, .respecもiyely, or A( Si） 出向 and A(sj）ェαm · Th.en a pair ofa student Si and a professor 
向 is called a blocking pαtバ0主 A if （エ） γ （Si）くア（sj）予 （2).bs；｛：αm）くD8,(at) and (3) D8, （αm) f Dsj（αm ト
If there is no blocking pair for Aう then A is called stαble . . Here we cqnsid目 only one version, 
the preference lists of sもudents may be incomplete but must be a もotal order. 

Problem: Student Assignment Problem (SAP). 
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Instance: · N sもudents ぅ N prof1部sors, and each student's preference list which may be incomplete but 
musも民a total order. 

Question: Is there a stable assignment? 

Lemma 1. SAP is a special case of S斑P-ILPO.
Proof. We consider each professor旨preference list as a pc官tial order of students. First う professor

αz 's preference list does not include studenもおifα1 does not appe批 on Si's preference list .. Then 
consider two students Si and. Sj included in α1's lis仁 αt strictly prefers Si .to Sj if and only if (i) 
ベSi）くr{sj), and (ii) 8ぷα1) 2 8sj （αz). (Blod長時conditions (1) and (3) are combined into one, 
and re笠ected in a p主efere11ce lists of professors.) It is not hard to see that the preference of each 
p主ofessor is a par説話order of students, namely. A blocking pair then is a pair of a student and a 
professor, who are' not currently matched but strictly prefer each other to their current partners.ロ

3 In主ractability R告sults

We first prove出品SAP is NP”comple牝It immediately implies that SMP♂LPO is NP-complete 
by Lemma 1. Also it is straightforward to imply th叫ιSMP-CLPO is NP-h椛d using some arti五cial
weight function 短 We also discuss more natural weight functions. 

Theorem 1. SAP is NP”complete. 
Proof. It is easy. to see tha，も SAP is in討P:. Given an assignment.A, one can check whether A is 

a bijection or not. Then check ぅ for each pair of a student and a professor, wheもher it is a blocking 
pair. This can be done in polynomial time. 

To show the NP-hardness, let us consider the following problem: 

Problem: ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT. 
Instance: 3CNF formu誌．
令uestion: Is there 関yもruth assignment such註1at exactly one literal in each clause is true? 

It is known that ONE-IN叩 T廷REE 3SAT remains NP-complete even if a 3CNF formula do偲 not
include negative literals [GJ79予 Sc78]. So, weなanslate this restricted problem into SAP. Given f う

which is 総 instance of O民E-IN-THREE 3SAT, we construct 総 instance T(f) of SAP, 11amelyラ

(1）もhe路me number of students and professors, (2) a 悶nk list of students, and (3）伐ch山dent's
.preference list. Let n and m be the numbers of variables and clauses of f = C1

・ C2 ・・・ Cm,
respectively. L et ti be the number of appearances of X i and t be the maximum number among 
t1, t2, •・·， in ・ T(f) consists of 9m十3九十t十6 students and the same nulllber of professors. We缶詰
introduce the following 9m十 3n 十t十6 sもudents:

Group (i): t 十6 sもudents s 1 ,1 ， ・・・ バ何十6•

Group (ii): n st吋ents S勾ヲ・ ・・ ， S2,n• 
Group (iii): 2n �tudents st,1 , s三1 , ..～ sら う

Group (iv): 6m students .stiρ84,i ,j. For 1 :s;; i . :s;; n and 1 :s;; j :s;; mぅ students st,i and S4,i ,j exist if 
and only if cl制時 Ci contains literal Xi · (Recall that前never叩pears in f.) Since there are 
3m literals, 6m stuclents will be introduced. 

Group (v): 3m students s5,i,j for any 1 S i S m and 1 S j S 3. Students ss,j,1, ss,j ,2 and ss,j,3 
correspond. to clause Cj . 

Students of Group (i) are neces路ry for tech工l

students Si,i and s3,i of Group (iii) are associated with variable Xi , Students st,j 
and s4,i2j of Group 

(iv) are associated with literal的in clause Ci. The same numbe主将m十 3n 十t十6) of prof1側ors
are divided into tl児following three categories: 

(1) t 十G professors 91,1, · · · , 91川6 ・
( 2) 3n professors i, I and fミ（ 1 ::; i::; n). Three pl'ofessors i, I and丸紅e. associatθd wi出γ釘iめle

Xi. 
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(3) 9m professors ( i, j) ぅ （i,j) and Q
i ,j · For 1壬i壬n and 1 ::; j ::; m ヲ three professors ( i, j〕， （しj)

and Q i,j are prepared if and only if clause Cj contains literal xi. Since there are 3m literals, 
9m戸、ofessors will be introduced. 

Secondly, we determine the rank of students as follows: Among the groupsヲ the order goes as 
Group (i) highestう Group (ii) next, and so on, until Group (v) that is lowest. The order within 
Groups (i), (ii) and (iii) are determined as explicitly described above, e.g., r(s1 ,1 ）くr(s1 ,2). Within 
Group (iv）

ぅ a student with smaller index i is higher in the rank. If two students have the 路me
value of i, then the student having smaller j is higher. If both i and j are the same, the student 
with + is higher th鉛 the stude凶with -. Within Group (v), a student with smaller i is higlぽ. If 

two students have the same value of i, then the student with smaller j is higher. 
Finally, we construct each student's preference list. For better exposition, we use an example of 

f, i.e.うん口（x1十X2十X3)(X1十X3十X4）ぅ for which the preference list is turned out to be as illustrated 
in Table 2. As for Group-(i) students, each student selects only one professor, i.e ・ ぅ s1 ,i selects 91 ,i. 
Students of Group (ii) selects t 十8 professors in 1st to ( t 十8)th positions of the preference lists. 
Professors on the 1st through (t 十6)th positions are g1,1 through g1 ,t+6, in an arbitraiy order. s2,i 
selects professor i in the ( t 十7)th position and selects professor z in the ( t 十8)th position, namel｝～ 
8s2 i 

( i）口t十7 and 6叫
（I)= t 十8.

Then we construct preference lists of Group-(iii) students. We show how to construct preference 
lists using students 4

1 and s;:1 for ん（Againぅ see Table 2.) Recall that these two students are 
associated with variable x1 ・Students Sit and s;:1 write professor九in the 5th a吋the 4th positions, 
respectively. (The 5th and 4th positions are always used without depending on f.) Then, sま1W出es
professor 1 in the t + 6( = 8)th position and s;:1 writes I in the same position. Since ♂1 appears in 
clauses C1 and C2ぅ four professors ( 1ぅ 1）

ぅ
石づ）， (1, 2) and 石万） have been introduced. st,

1 writes 
(1, 1) and (1, 2) in the 6th and 7th positions, res�ectively, and si1 writes (1, 1) and (1, 2) also in 
the 6th and 7th positions, respectively. Other positions are filled with 91 ,1 through 91 ,8 arbitrarily. 

Now we move to Group (iv 
and s4,1 ,1 of Group (iv) in the example, who are associated with variable x1 ・Student s!,

1 ,1 writes 
professor Q1 ,1 in the 5th position and writes行方） in the same position as st,1 wrote it. si,1 ,1 writes 
Q

1 ,1 in the 4th position and writes 〔1 ヲ 1) in the same position as si
1 wrote it. Blanks are filled with 

professors 91 ,1 through 91 ,s arbitrarily. 
主ecall that three students s5 ,j,lぅ s5 ,j ,2 and s5,j,3 of Group ( v) are associated with clause Cj. 

We show how to construct preference lists of students s5 2 1 ぅ s5 2 2 and S5 2 3 associated with C2 口

(x1 十均十X4) ofん. Since literals x1 , x3 and x4 appear in C2, six professors (1, 2）
う

い
う 2）

ぅ
（3, 2), 

(3, 2), ( 4, 2) and ( 4, 2) have been introduced. s5ム1 writes (1, 2), (3ヲ 2) and ( 4, 2) in this order from 
the 1st to the 3rd positions. Both s以2 and s以3 write (1, 2), (3, 2) and ( 4, 2) in this order. 

Now the translation is completed. Table 2 shows the whole lists of T（ん）. Next, we show a 
series of lemmas which summarize several conditions for an assignment A for T(f) to be a solution 
of the problem. We omit the proofs but the correctness can be easily seen. Recall that we denote 
A(si） 口 αj if sも吋ent Si is assigned to professor αj under the assignment A. 

Lemma 2. If an assignment A for T(f) is a solution, then A(s1,i) = g1 ，パ1壬i三t十6). Namely, 
each student of Group (i) is assigned to the professor of his/her五rst position on the list. 

Lemma 3. If an assignment A for T(f) is a solution, then for each i (1 ::; i三 n), A( s2,i） 口 i or 
A(s2,i） 口 i.

Lem.ma 4. Suppose that an assignment A for T(f) is a sol凶0孔 Then for all 1 ::; i ::; n, (a) if 
A(s2,i) = i then A(st) ＝久and A(sふ）口；. (b) Otherwise, i.e., if A(s2,i) = z, then A( st）口i and 
A(sふ） = Pi. 

Lemma 5. Suppose that an assignment A for T(f) is a solution. Then following ( a) and (b) 
hold for all i (1 ::; i ::; n ). ( a) If A( sυ） = i then A( st,

i ,j ） 口（i,j) and A(s4,i , 
If A(sψZ z then A( st,j） 口 Qi,j and A(s4,i,j) = (i,j) for all j. 

Lemma 6. Suppose that an assignment A for T(f) is a solution. Then, for each i and j, one 
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of (i,j) and (i,j) is assigned to a student of Group (iv), and the other is assigned to a student of 
Group (v). 

Let Ci= (xj1 + Xj2 + Xj3 ) be a clause inf, where i1 < i2 < j3; Then recall that there are three 
students ss,j,1, s5 ,j,2 and.ss,j,3, and six professors U1,j), (j1,j), (j2,j), (j2,j), (h,j) and (j3,j) (see 
Table 1). 

Table 1: Rreference lists· of students associated to Cj 

Lemma 7. Suppbse that an assignment A for T(f) is. a solution. Then, for all j (1 S j 5:. m), 
ss,j,1, ss,j,2 and ss,j,3 are assigned in one of the following ways (a), (b) and (c): (a) A(s5,j,1) = (ji,j), 
A(ss,j,2) = (j2,j) and A(ss,j,a) = (h,j)~ (b) A(ss,j,1} = (}2,j), A(ss,j,1) = U1,j) and A(ss,j,3) 
(j3,j). (c) A(ss,j,1) (j3,j), A(ss,j,2) = (j1,j) and A(ss,j,3) U2,j). 

Lemma s~ Suppose that an assignment A for T(f) is a solution: Then, for .each i and j, 
the following statements (a), (b) and (c) are true: (a) ff A(s 5 ,j,1) (i,j) then A(s2 ,i) i. (b) If 
A(ss,j,2) = (i,j) then A(s2 ,i) = i. (c) If A(ss,j,3) (i,j) then A(s2,i) 

Now we are ready to show the correctness of the reduction. To make the argument clear, we 
denote the literal Xi in clause Cj by . Letus consider the following asso.ciation rule between 
assignment for variables (and literals) off and assignment A for students of T(f): (1) Assign 1 to 
variable Xi if and only if student s2 ,i is assigned to professor I, and assign O to variable Xi if and 
only if student s2,i is assigned to professor i. (2) Assign 1 to literal x{if and only if student s 5 ,j,l is 
assigned to professor (i,j), and assign Oto literal x{ if and only if student s5 ,j,2 or ss,j,3 is assigned 
to professor (i,j); We will show the consistency, name.ly, und~r the assumption that A is a solution 
for T(f), if Xi = L then 1 for an j, and if Xi = 0 then xJ O for all j. 

Suppose Xi 1. Then A(s2 ,i) = i by the as8:ociation rule. Suppose, for some j such that literal 
xi exists in clause Cj, s5,j,2 or s5 ,j,3 is assigned to professor (i,j). Then, b:y (b) or (c) of Lemma 8, 
A(s2 ,i)= i, which is a contradiction, since s2,i is assigned to both i andTunder A. Thus if Xi = 1 
then x{ = 1 for all j. The other one, i.e., for .xi = 0, can be shown similarly. 

Suppose there exists a solution A* for T(f). By Lemma 3, eitherA*(s2,i) i or A*(s2,i) = z for 
all i. Then we determine the assignment to variables off using the association rule: If A*( s2,i) i 
then Xi = o, otherwise, i.e., if A*(s2,i) =;;,then Xi = L We show that this is a solution for f. Let, 
for 1 S j m, the jth clause off be Ci (xj1 + x12 + Xj 3 ). Then preference lists of three students 
associated to. Ci are the ones described in Table L By Lemma 7, these students must be ~,Ssigned in 
either (a) or (b) or (c) in Lemma 7. Suppose it is (a), namely, A*(ss,j,1) = U1,i), A*(ss,j,2) = U2,i) 
and A*(ss,j,3) = (j3,j). Then, by. the association rule, we have xt = 1, x;

2 1
= 0.an<l' x;3 ~ 0 for 

literals, namely, exactly one literal is true. (It is npt hard to see that, both cases (b) a.nd ( c) also, 
exactly one literal in Cj is true.) Since A* is a solution for T(f), the. above consiste11cy, says that 
there is no contra.diction between the value of each variable and the value of each literal. Thus this 
assignment is a solution for f. 

Conversely, suppose that there exists a solution for f of ONE-IN-THREE 3SA':I\T.hen, again 
using the association rule, we determine assignment for .students of Groups (ii).ancl(v). Stuclents 
of Groups (i), (iii) and (iv) are automatically assigned. The fact th'.at this assignment is a solution 
for T(f) can be easily seen from the we have already shown. D ·· 

CorollaryL SMP-ILPO is NP-complete; · · 
Proof. Membership in NP is obvious. We have shown, in Lemma 1, that SMP:-ILPOis a special 

case of SAP. D 
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Corollary 2.ふSMP-CLPO is NP-complete. 
Proof. Membership in NP is obvious. We will give a reduction from SMP鵬ILPO. We first make 

偽ch man 1がs preference lisも complete: We add a woman w ( who ぜid not exist in m's origir叫list)
to ni's list in such a way thaも m does not prefer w to any other women who did originally exist in 
the list. We define a weight function in the following way: The weight of each woman who was in 
m's original lisもお丸一and the wei?ht of each woman newly みdded�is 1. We do the similar process 
to each wom問、 list also. Then it is 飴，sily seen that もhere exists a complete stable matching for 
S註P弓LPO if and only ifもhere exists a stable matching for k-SMIλCLPO whose cost is 0. 口

Let us consider a much more n杭ural cost function, denoted by C ラ than the one used in Corollary 
2. Define si's cost under A be CA ( si) = Ds; ( A( Si片 手 工iamel；；らthe position ofもh professor 、 whom Si 
is 側igned もo. (8 is defined in Sec.2) The cost. of an assignmenもA is the. sum of the costs of all 
the students und佼 A As one can. see. easilyう もhis cost . function ca豆 be used for SMP.:.ILPO if the 
pref，校、ence lists of either men or women are total order. 

Problem: k-SAP. 

Instance: N students, N professors, a positive integ伐えand each studeおも うs p問ference list which 
must be complete and must be a total order. 

Question: Is there a complete stable assignment whose cost is equal to or smaller than k? 

Theorem 2. k-SAP is NP-complete. 
Proof (Sketch). Memb倍、ship in NP is obvious.～ We reduce T(f) obtained in the proof of 

Theorem 1 into 総 inst間ce T'(T(f)) of ιSAP. We introduce a large number, say n2m2 , of Group
(i) students s1 ,j and pぬfessors g1 ,j and make each student's prefere恥e lists complete by.五rst adding 
g1 ,js to the tail of the. list and then oth佼 remaining professors. Iも can be seen もhaもthere is no 
co叫泌もe 1naもch g in T(f) if and o叫y if at leasもO沿e st吋enもin T'(T(f)) is assigned to a professor 
of very low position on the list. If we set appropriate k, only the cost of t主is student exceeds k. 。
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